
A WARM WELCOME, 
EVERYONE…
▪ …TO ROMANIA! 

▪ … TO BUCHAREST, 

ITS CAPITAL! 

▪ … AND TO SCHOOL NO. 82!



A BRIEF HISTORY OF SCHOOLING IN ROMANIA
▪ The first school which provided education in the Romanian language was 

established in 1657 in the Principality of Transylvania. Medieval schools generally 
centred on grammar, maths, history, religion, Latin and Greek, and the teaching was 
done in Slavonic, Greek, German or Hungarian.

▪ It was only after the creation of the modern state in 1821 that education became a 
national priority: the number of schools teaching in Romanian increased, colleges 
and universities appeared. The model of education in that period was 
the French system.  However, only the elites and the rich had access to education.

▪ Between the two world wars, with a unified and strong state, the educational system 
reached its maturity. The middle class was well established, primary schooling 
became compulsory for all citizens and universities produced world-renowned 
names in the fields of medicine, literature, philosophy and anthropology.

▪ During the communist period (1945-89), illiteracy was eradicated, graduating 
middle school became compulsory and an incredibly large segment of the 
population graduated university, which was free to attend.



AN OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT SITUATION
▪ Compulsory schooling in Romania is now 11 years: 5 years of primary 

school, 4 of middle school and 2 of high school/vocational schools. There 
are 2 more optional high school years.

▪ Kindergarten (pre-schooling) is optional, but the great majority of children 
join it. Lunch and snacks are provided, unlike in school later on. 

▪ School starts in mid-September, ends in mid-June and is divided into two 
semesters.  Apart from the summer holiday, there are the two-week 
Christmas and Easter holidays and a week of special activities (trips, visits, 
games) called “A Different Week” , which schools can schedule whenever 
they want.

▪ In primary school (which comprises Prep Class, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th form), 
pupils have one teacher for all subjects (except languages, religion and PE) 
and they are graded with quantifiers: Very Well, Well, Sufficient and 
Insufficient. For grades 5th to 12th , a 1 to 10 grading system is used, with 10 
being the best, 1 being the worst and 5 being the minimum passing grade. 
Also, students have a different teacher for each subject and each class is 
designated a teacher as tutor (diriginte).



AN OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT SITUATION
▪ At the end of middle school, i.e. the 8th grade, all students take a nationwide test, 

called the National Evaluation, followed by participation in the National 
Computerized Repartition, based on the students’ grades and preferences.  These 
are the two conditions for enrolling in high school. Later on, students that graduate 
4 years of high school, take the Baccalaureate exam, which provides access to 
University studies. High schools provide education in the following fields: Science, 
Humanities, Math and Computer Programming, Technical, Military and Economics 
programs, vocational programs, crafts, trades and apprenticeship.

▪ After 1989 (the year which saw the shift from communism to democracy), private 
education at all levels started developing. Although it provides generally better 
conditions for students – due to the ample sources of financing – the state system 
remains prestigious, mainly because it is more demanding and competitive.

▪ For example, mathematics and IT are branches that have a strong tradition in the 
Romanian system of education. Romania ranks 5th in the all-time medal count at the 
Interntional Mathematical Olympiad and 6th in the Informatics Olympiad.

▪ Some of the problems of the educational system are the phenomenon of “brain 
drain”, the insufficient funding, the generally large number of students in one class 
and the bureaucracy that teachers and principals face. Despite these issues, it is 
undeniable that there has been much progress in the past 12 years, as part of the 
UE, in trying to reshape the educational objectives and implementing drastic 
changes of the curriculum, content and approaches.





ȘCOALA GIMNAZIALĂ NR. 82 / MIDDLE SCHOOL NO. 82
- A PRESENTATION -

School No. 82 opened its gates to students and teachers in 1968, 

a period in which the Titan neighbourhood

– one of the largest and most iconic in Bucharest –

was under fast industrial development 

and its population increasing.



ȘCOALA GIMNAZIALĂ NR. 82 / MIDDLE SCHOOL NO. 82
- A PRESENTATION -

Despite fluctuations, it’s always been one of the largest schools in Sector3,

now counting around 900 students and 45 teachers.

All students start classes at 8 a.m. and finish no later than 3 p.m. 

Classes last for 50 minutes and breaks for 10 minutes.

Conveniently for both students and parents, 

there is only one shift – the morning shift.



ȘCOALA GIMNAZIALĂ NR. 82 / MIDDLE SCHOOL NO. 82
- A PRESENTATION -

The school is L-shaped: 

one building is for primary school and the other for middle school. 



ȘCOALA GIMNAZIALĂ NR. 82 / MIDDLE SCHOOL NO. 82
- A PRESENTATION -

Specialised rooms, however, can be found in both. They are as follows:

IT room, physics laboratory, chemistry laboratory, biology laboratory,

geography cabinet, history cabinet, mathematics cabinet,

library, psychological counselling room, religion room, 

music room and two teachers’ rooms.



ȘCOALA GIMNAZIALĂ NR. 82 / MIDDLE SCHOOL NO. 82
- A PRESENTATION -

For doing PE, there is also a large sports hall and two PE classrooms,

whereas in the school yard there are two football pitches and a basketball court.

There is also a grass-and-flower garden around the front of the school.

School No. 82 is famous for its afterschool sports classes.

Children come here to learn how to train

for basketball, badminton, karate and dancing,

and many of them are national and international champions.

Another advantage for students is the possibility of studying

in an intensive English class, after sitting an exam at the end of 4th grade.



ȘCOALA GIMNAZIALĂ NR. 82 / MIDDLE SCHOOL NO. 82
- A PRESENTATION -

Our goals are to make students better learners, but also develop their life skills.

Interdisciplinarity is another focus and is generally achieved through optional classes, 
extracurricular activities and thematic trips.

We strive to offer a student-centred type of education

and to make students aware of how important education is for their future

and how important it is to graduate middle school, 

attend a good high school

and find their way in life.



IF YOU HAVE 
ANY 
QUESTIONS, 
FEEL FREE TO 
ASK!


